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Introduction
In mechanistic terms, endocytosis is the process by which plasma membrane (PM) components, together with extracellular solutes, macromolecules and particles, are internalized in the cell. Once the endocytic vesicle (or vacuole) is formed by fission of the PM, it is generally delivered to a specialized membrane compartment -the endosome -for recycling, degradation or re-routing.
In cell-physiological terms, endocytosis exerts multiple functions, which are only partially known and characterized. At a minimum, it maintains PM homeostasis by counterbalancing the apposition of new membrane (due to exocytosis) and by renewing PM components. More extensively, endocytosis constantly modulates PM composition and takes an active part in a variety of normal and pathological cell processes, including cell nutrition, cell motility, mitosis, neurotransmission, immune response, and microorganism entry (reviewed in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ).
Endocytosis and signaling
In recent years, much of the effort to investigate this extensive endocytic activity has been focused upon unveiling the reciprocal interplay between endocytosis and cell signaling. In this introductory section, we provide a quick overview of the key concepts in the field to explain the endocytic function in Notch signaling. We refer those readers who wish to explore the relationship between endocytosis and cell signaling in details to other papers in this volume, and to recent reviews in the field [3, [9] [10] [11] .
Originally, endocytosis was linked to the termination of PM-generated signals by reducing the availability of membrane receptors for ligand binding, and by degrading the ligandreceptor complex (reviewed in [10, [12] [13] [14] ). Hence, blockage or dysregulation of endocytosis closely correlates with increased cell proliferation by the activation of receptor-tyrosine kinase pathways and cancer promotion (reviewed in [10, 15, 16] ). More recently, new strategies for the endocytosis-mediated regulation of signaling have been uncovered: (i) endocytosis can activate/modulate some PM-generated signals either directly (e.g. by controlling ligand availability, as in the case of the cell-to-cell Eph/Ephrin signaling pathway [17] ), or indirectly (e.g. by regulating the composition of specific signaling platforms, as in the case of phospholipase C and PI3Kinase signaling activated via EGF receptor [18] ); (ii) endocytosis can propagate signals to intracellular compartments, especially the endosomal compartment, where these signals are sustained, specified, spread over long distances or rerouted (reviewed in [9, [19] [20] [21] [22] ); (iii) endocytosis can ensure spatial restriction to signaling responses emanating from the PM and/or from the endosome (e.g. the endocytosis/recycling function in the spatial restriction of signaling controlling migratory programs (reviewed in [23] , or in determining the timing, levels, and localization of guidance receptors, thus determining the outcome of guidance decisions [24] ). On the other hand, signaling can modulate endocytosis: (i) activation of specific signaling pathways can upregulate or downregulate endocytosis, thus modulating other PM-and/or endosome-generated signals (e.g. EGF receptor activation increases SRC kinase-mediated phosphorylation of the clathrin heavy chain, which redistributes to the cell periphery, potentiating endocytosis [25] ); (ii) actin dynamics/signaling takes an active part in the endocytic reaction by helping membrane invagination [26, 27] , vesicle transportation [28, 29] , and endosomal microdomain organization [30] . We will see that many of these endocytic strategies to control signaling are exploited in Notch signaling.
Types of endocytosis and their regulation
In order to promote its many functions, endocytosis relies on a variety of specialized mechanisms and accessory factors to guarantee selectivity, vectoriality and plasticity.
Regarding these mechanisms, there are multiple forms of endocytosis that act concomitantly in the cell (reviewed in [4, [31] [32] [33] ). The best studied, and perhaps the most common, forms are clathrin-based. Their central paradigm is the recruitment and assembly of clathrin to the PM, triggered by a variety of adaptor proteins, which bind (and sometimes bend) the PM by means of lipid-and protein-interacting domains (reviewed in [34] ). Invagination of the PM to form a bud depends on a concerted action of the clathrin lattice rearrangement (which shapes the high curvature profile of the bud [35] ), polymerization of bending proteins (which shape the neck of the bud (reviewed in [36] )), and actin polymerization (which helps the extension and constriction of the neck of the bud [37, 38] ). Constriction of the bud and its fission to form free clathrin-coated vesicles requires the pinchase action of the GTPase dynamin(s) (reviewed in [39] [40] [41] ). Free vesicles are then stripped of their coat by an uncoating complex, composed of the ATPase heat shock cognate 70 (HSC70) [42] and the Jdomain-containing co-chaperone auxilin [43] . Structural requirements for the uncoating reaction are reviewed in [44, 45] . An essential function is also carried out by phosphoinositides, and more specifically by the PtdIns(4,5)P2 present in the membrane of coated vesicles, which has to be hydrolyzed by synaptojanin for efficient release of endocytic adaptors, which precedes clathrin disassembly [46, 47] .
Notch receptor architecture
Notch receptors are multidomain proteins, which have been conserved from invertebrates to man. Going from the N-to the C-terminus, mammalian Notch receptors contain five regions ( Fig.1) : (i) a variable number of Epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domains (spanning from 29 to 36 domains in mammals), many of which contain calcium-binding sites (cbEGFlike domains); (ii) three Lin-12-Notch repeats (LNR); (iii) a hydrophobic region for receptor heterodimerization (HD domain), which is cleaved at the S1 site (at 70 amino acids from the transmembrane domain), and which contains the S2 site (at 12 amino acids from the transmembrane domain); (iv) the transmembrane domain, which bears the S3 cleavage site, a substrate for regulated intramembrane proteolysis (RIP) by the presenilin/γ-secretase complex to liberate the intracellular domain; (v) the NICD, which contains a RAM domain (for Notch binding to the transcription factor CSL/CBF1/Suppressor of Hairless/Lag-1)), seven ankyrin repeats (ANK), a transcription activation domain (TAD) and a PEST domain (which is implicated in NICD degradation by proteolysis and whose mutation leads to increased receptor stability , a condition that closely correlates with cancer, including some T-cell leukemias) (reviewed in [80] ). LNRs, plus the heterodimerization domain, form the so-called negative regulatory region (NRR), which folds onto the S2 cleavage site by means of extensive interdomain interactions [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . As analyzed in greater details in section 3.1.1, this conformation makes the S2 site inaccessible to ADAM metalloproteases, thus protecting the Notch receptor from ligand-independent activation; the key importance of this region is underlined by the fact that mutations of the NRR, which activates the Notch receptor, closely correlates with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia lymphoma (T-ALL) [95] . The TAD region is found in Notch-1/-2, but it is not present in Notch-3/-4 in mammals.
Notch ligand architecture
As for Notch receptors, Notch ligands are genes that have been conserved throughout evolution. Drosophila has two such ligand genes, Delta and Serrate, while there are five mammalian ligands, three belonging to the Delta-like family (Dll-1, -3 and -4) and two to the Jagged (Serrate homologous) family (Jagged-1 and -2). Starting from the N-terminus, the domain structure of the Notch ligands can be outlined as follows ( Fig.1 ): (i) a module at the N-terminus of Notch ligands (also known as the MNNL domain) of unknown structure but functionally relevant since Jag-1 mutations in this region are present in a subset of patients with the Alagille syndrome [99, 100] ; (ii) a DSL domain; (iii) a number of EGF-like repeats (ranging in number from 16 in the Jagged family to 5-9 in the Delta-like family); (iv) a cysteine-rich domain (CRD) present in Jagged but not in Dll ligands; (v) a transmembrane domain and (vi) an intracellular domain, highly divergent among Notch ligands, but with a conserved PDZ-binding domain in the mammalian Jagged-1, Delta-like-1 and -4. The function of this latter domain is unknown, although there is some evidence that its interaction with PDZ-containing adherens-junction proteins inhibits cell motility and favors epithelial cell assembly [101] [102] [103] . Similar to Notch receptors, Notch ligands undergo ectodomain shedding by ADAM metalloproteases [104, 105] and RIP) by the presenilin/γsecretase complex [104] with the release of a C-terminal intracellular fragment (CTIF). As for many other γ-secretase products, including Notch and amyloid precursor protein (APP) intracellular domains, CTIF translocates to the nucleus where it may help transcriptional activities [104] . In particular, Jagged1 CTIF selectively stimulates the expression of reporter genes driven by the AP-1 response element, but not by other broad-spectrum enhancer elements [104] ; these data point to a possible role of CTIF as a transcriptional co-activator. Figure 1 . The domain architecture of mammalian Notch receptors (i.e. Notch-1) and Notch ligands/DSLs (i.e. Dll-1) is schematized in this drawing. Asterisks (*) indicate the EGF-like 11 and 12 of Notch receptors, which are keys for ligand binding. PM=Plasma Membrane; for other abbreviations, please refer to the text.
Notch ligand-receptor interaction
In the last few years, major advances have been made in clarifying the structural details of Notch-DSL interaction. This information is highly relevant to understand the effect of internalization and membrane trafficking on Notch signaling activation.
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Structural requirements
By screening Drosophila Notch deletion mutants for their ability to promote aggregation of S2 cells [106] , the EGF-like repeats 11-12 of Notch has been identified as the major interacting site for DSLs [107, 108] . Subsequent analyses have confirmed this initial observation, but have also shown that optimal binding between Notch and its ligands requires many of the 36 EGF-like repeats: a minimal Notch interacting fragment composed only of the EGF domains 10-13 has a 45-fold lower binding ability to Delta-expressing cells in comparison with full-length Notch receptors [109] . The relatively large size of EGF domains, their need for extensive disulphide bonding and, possibly, glycosylation for proper folding, have hampered the possibility to obtain structural data for Notch ligandreceptor interaction for many years. However, when an unglycosylated fragment of Notch-1 encompassing the EGF domains 11-13, was in vitro redox-refolded and demonstrated to be able to bind Notch ligands in a calcium-dependent manner, the way to get structural data for EGF repeats was discovered: the NMR structure of this fragment was readily solved, showing a well-defined, rod-like orientation of EGF-like 11-12, rigidified by calcium [110] . In the meantime, other studies have identified the DSL domain of Jagged-1 as the minimum binding site for Notch-2, both in vivo and in vitro; interestingly, the EGF-like repeats of Jagged-1 immediately downstream of the DSL domain, in particular the first and second EGFs, had been shown to considerably improve this interaction with their stabilizing action [111] . The convergence of previous information has made it possible to better define the structure of the Notch ligand-receptor interaction: the crystal structure of the minimal DSL binding site (i.e. the Jagged1 fragment comprising DSL plus EGF 1-3 (Jagged1DSL-EGF3)), and that of its Notch receptor counterpart (i.e. the Notch-1 EGF 11-13 fragment (Notch-111-13)), were separately obtained [112] . Although it was not possible to make a co-crystal of the interaction, in silico docking of Jagged1DSL-EGF3 and Notch-111-13 structures using restraints from parallel NMR binding data gave precious information: a single DSL surface is responsible for both cis-inhibiting and trans-activating complex of ligand and receptor [112] . A parallel study from the same group has also demonstrated that selective mutagenesis of the calcium binding site in the EGF-like repeat 12 abrogates ligand binding, thus strongly supporting the idea that this EGF repeat is actually the major DSL-binding site [113] .
Glycosylation function
Post-translational modifications play a key role in modulating Notch activation. NECD is heavily glycosylated and many studies have tried to address the impact of these modifications on Notch signaling.
A protein O-fucosyltransferase (Ofut1 in Drosophila and Pofut1 in mammals [114] ) binds fucose to specific serine and threonine residues of the EGF-like repeats (reviewed in [115] ); afterwards, acetylglucosaminyltransferases of the Fringe family (Fringe in Drosophila, Lunatic fringe (Lfng), Radical fringe (Rfng) and Manic fringe (Mfng) in mammals) can elongate the sugar chain by adding N-acetylglucosamine residues [116] .
In Drosophila, Ofut1 downregulation by RNAi or gene inactivation results in classic Notch loss-of-function phenotypes, including neurogenic defects [115, 117] . The requirement of fucosylation for Notch activation is even more evident in mammals, where constitutive inactivation of the Pofut1 gene produces developmental defects that are undistinguishable from the most aggressive Notch mutants [118] ; notably, defects due to Pofut1 absence can be fully rescued by expressing a constitutively active form of Notch1, at least in the hematopoietic compartment [119] . Taken together, these data show that fucosylation is required for proper Notch signaling activation in all species.
The precise role played by Pofut1 in this process was partially addressed by creating a mouse mutant bearing a Notch1 allele which was deficient for the fucosylation in a critical EGF-like repeat for DSL binding, i.e. EGF-12: trans-heterozygous mice carrying the Notch1 12f allele and a Notch1 null allele exhibit embryonic lethality, and defects similar to Notch1 knockouts [120] . However, homozygous Notch1 12f mice are viable, but with defects in T cell specification and functions and, notably, a sharply decreased binding capacity to Delta1expressing cells [120] , thus pointing to a key function of fucosylation in regulating the affinity of Notch receptors for Notch ligands.
Quite recently, experimental evidence has accumulated for other key roles of Ofut1 besides fucosylation. In Drosophila, depletion of Ofut1 determines Notch accumulation in the endoplasmic reticulum, where the fucosyltransferase is resident; since transfection of the mouse Pofut1 rescues this accumulation defect, it was proposed that Ofut1 might have additional chaperone activity for the trafficking of Notch out of the endoplasmic reticulum [121] .
Gene knockdown of the Drosophila GDP-4,6-mannose-deshydratase (GMD, a cytosolic enzyme that converts GDP-mannose in GDP-4-keto-6-deoxymannose, an intermediate in the synthesis of GDP-fucose [122] ) generates a loss-of-function Notch phenotype with increased Notch degradation but no accumulation in the ER; instead, co-silencing of Ofut1 and GMD restored ER accumulation, thus further supporting to the idea that an additional Ofut1 activity (independent from O-fucosylation) is required for proper exiting of Notch from the ER [123] . An Ofut1 chaperone function was suggested to be related to a quality control mechanism that scrutinizes Notch receptors for inappropriate inter-or intramolecular bonds between EGF-like repeats [124] [125] [126] [127] ; evidence of such a conserved function in mammals is lacking, at the moment.
Regarding the extension of O-fucosylated residues, Fringe deletion in flies results in a partial Notch phenotype with dorsal-ventral boundary defects during wing development [128, 129] , thus formally proving the relevance of this additional glycosylation step at least for some aspects of Notch signaling activation (reviewed in [130, 131] ). In mammals, evidence for a similar conserved function is accumulating. Although the three Fringe homologues have very similar enzymatic activity, substrate specificities and tissue distribution [132] , only Lfng inactivation results in Notch-related defects, including (i) impairment of T cell maturation (since a developmental stage-specific expression of Lfng is required for the access of T cell progenitors to intrathymic niches that support Notch1-dependent T cell development [133] ), and (ii) subversion of somitogenesis in some body districts, with major alterations in vertebral and rib cage morphogenesis [134, 135] ). Conversely, Rfng and Mfng knockouts display no obvious phenotypic defects. Furthermore, no synergistic defects were observed in mice lacking all fringe genes, thus questioning function redundancy in this gene family [136] [137] [138] . Notably, in vitro glycosylation and ligand binding studies and in vivo genetic data have established that the addition of N-acetylglucosamine onto O-fucose indeed modulates the affinity of Notch ligand-receptor interaction in an opposite manner, i.e. by enhancing Notch binding to Delta and inhibiting Notch binding to Serrate [139] [140] [141] .
In addition to fucosylation, Notch receptors are also modified by O-glucosylation. Genetic studies in flies and mammals have shown that inactivation of the only enzyme responsible for the addition of O-glucose to EGF-like repeats, i.e. protein O-glucosyltransferase (Poglut/ Rumi), results in severe Notch phenotypes [142, 143] . Notably, Rumi activity is required in the signal-sending cell, where it has neither chaperone-like activity [142, 143] nor a function in ligand binding, since Notch in fly rumi knockdown cells binds Delta as efficiently as in control cells [142] . The concentration of NICD is dramatically reduced in several tissues of Rumi mutants [142] , thus pointing to a function of O-glucosylation in Notch proteolysis, rather than in ligand binding. The structural basis of this function is unknown, but it is plausible that O-glucosylation may affect the structure of the NECD so that an initial constraint for S2 cleavage is removed [131, 144] .
Therefore, genetic and in vitro data on Notch glycosylation indicate (i) that O-fucosylation and O-glucosylation play a general role in Notch signaling activation (albeit with different mechanisms), while N-acetylglucosamine addition is required for more specific aspects of this signaling activation, and (ii) that O-fucosylation and its acetylglucosamine extension mainly acts by regulating the affinity of DSL-Notch interaction.
Endocytosis in notch signaling activation
An absolute requirement for endocytosis was an early finding in Notch studies. Notably, the shibire mutant (i.e. a temperature-sensitive mutant of the endocytic fission protein dynamin in flies [145] ), results in a developmental phenotype with an excess of neural cells when raised to restrictive temperature, i.e. with defects which closely phenocopy the Notch mutant [146, 147] . This phenotype is in sharp contrast to other signaling pathways, which are not severely disrupted in the shibire mutant (e.g. wingless [148] , although even this signaling is affected by endocytic defects [149] [150] [151] , as for most other signaling pathways (reviewed in [152] )). The staminal observation of genetic interaction between dynamin and Notch prompted investigation of the requirement for dynamin function (i.e. endocytosis) for Notch signaling during the segregation of sensory bristles of the fly [153] . Overexpression of activated Notch isoforms (either membrane tethered or soluble) suppresses the shibire phenotype, thus indicating that endocytosis main action is upstream of the signal transduction promoted by Notch activation [153] . Notably, when wild-type Notch has to be activated by its ligand Delta, dynamin is required in both signaling and receiving cells, as shown by mosaic analysis in which bristles along the border can be either wild-type or mutant [153] .
Localization studies of Notch and Delta during fly development showed that both Notch and Notch ligands were in a dynamic equilibrium between a PM pool and an intracellular vesicle pool, with a transition to internalized pool upon interaction of adjacent cells [154] . D e l t a i s d e t e c t e d a t b o t h t h e P M a n d i n v e s i c l e s o n l y a t s o m e s t a g e s o f s p e c i f i c developmental systems, while it is mostly internalized in others, including all stages and cell types of retinal development [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] . Morphological analyses of Delta subcellular localization in this latter development system have clarified that most, if not all, Deltacontaining vesicles have an endocytic origin [159, 160] : Delta is re-localized to the PM in the full endocytic mutants, hook and shibire, thus supporting the idea that Delta is initially transported to the cell surface, but then it is taken up very quickly and efficiently by endocytosis to be delivered to the endocytic compartment [159, 160] . These and other observations [106, 161] suggested that an endocytic event could precede Notch activation. Direct evidence in support of this hypothesis came from (i) antibody uptake assays in living Drosophila tissue and in mammalian cells, which showed that DSLs are rapidly and efficiently internalized upon antibody binding and clustering [162] [163] [164] , (ii) transfection assays with endocytosis-defective DSLs, which provided direct evidence that Notch ligand internalization is required to activate Notch signaling [164, 165] , and (iii) uptake assays of recombinant forms of DSL (Delta1-Fc chimeric protein) [166] and of Notch-1 (N1Fc chimeric protein) [167] , which showed that even soluble fragments of Notch ligands and Notch receptors, upon clustering, could potently promote the internalization of their cognate partners. Under these conditions, the Delta1-Fc chimera was also proved to be able to fully activate canonical Notch signaling [166] .
Thus, the paradigm in the field is that Notch signaling critically depends on DSL endocytosis for its activation and modulation. We shall now analyze the molecular machinery involved in this process. At present, as the reader will see, only partial information is available, with (many) puzzling and (some) conflicting results.
Notch ligand endocytosis
The molecular characterization of DSL endocytosis began to attract great interest when it was published an in-depth morphological analysis of the effect of the shibire mutation on the localization of Delta and Notch in retinal development. This seminal work prompted a wealth of new studies on the relationship between endocytosis and Notch signaling [165] . In this paper, it was shown with stunning morphological data that NECD detaches from the Notch receptor on the signal-receiving cells (i.e. on the latticework cells) and is internalized or, more specifically, trans-endocytosed in the signal-sending cells (i.e. in the cone cells) in a complex with Delta. Notably, this process tightly correlates with the Notch signaling activation that underlies the cell fate specification of the retinal latticework, thus supporting the idea that NECD trans-endocytosis is requested for Notch activation. As expected, Notch receptor dissociation and its trans-endocytosis were severely hampered in the shibire mutant (i.e. in a condition in which endocytosis is blocked at the fission reaction of the clathrincoated pit from the PM -see above), as well as when endocytosis-defective mutants of Delta were expressed in cultured cells [165] . Furthermore, this trans-endocytic mechanism was also found to be active in another developmental system under strict Notch control, i.e. wing vein development, thus suggesting its universal use in Notch activation [165] . Besides further supporting a role of endocytosis in Notch activation, these data suggest a possible mechanism of how DSL endocytosis might control Notch signaling: the dissociation of NECD, which is triggered by DSL endocytosis, is the event that activates Notch by possibly giving access to its cleavable sites. In partial support of this hypothesis, previous studies indicated that Delta proteins lacking the intracellular domain (i.e. lacking the binding site for endocytic adaptors so that DSL endocytosis cannot occur) acted as dominant-negative proteins for Notch signaling in Drosophila and in vertebrates [168] [169] [170] .
However, direct evidence that NECD shedding by endocytosis is required to trigger the Notch proteolytic cascade was lacking in the Drosophila analyses [165] . This issue was addressed by a follow-up study on mammalian cultured cells by another group [87] . In this latter paper, it was demonstrated that an NTMD construct ( Fig.1 ) transfected in mammalian cells was constitutively active in a reporter assay for Notch activation, and that treatment with BB94 (a metalloprotease inhibitor) and/or DAPT (a γ-secretase inhibitor) reduced the level of this signaling. These data indicate that, when the NTMD fragment is generated, it will be constitutively processed by proteolytic cleavage to free up the NICD. These findings support a two-step model in which (1 st step) ligand endocytosis non-enzymatically dissociates and internalizes NECD in ligand cells, and then (2 nd step) the membrane-bound NTMD undergoes constitutive cleavage by ADAM metalloproteases to produce NEXT, followed by γ-secretase cleavage to produce NICD (see Fig.1 for fragments description).
Mechanistic models
Following the staminal observation by Parks et al. [165] , many laboratories investigated the machinery and the types of endocytosis that are at the basis of DSL-mediated Notch activation. A large collection of data has been produced which points at two distinct, but not mutually exclusive, models (see Fig.2 ): (i) according to the "pulling force" model (that derives directly from the observation of NECD shedding [165] ), DSL internalization can exert a mechanical stretching, or detaching, action on the NECD to unmask the cleavage sites (especially S2) of Notch receptors; (ii) alternatively ("Notch ligand/DSL trafficking model"), or in combination with the previous model, an inactive DSL is activated either by trafficking through a recycling compartment ("ligand maturation" or "recycling" model), or by transcytosis to a membrane domain where interaction with Notch receptor occurs with increased frequency ("highly polarized cells" model).
It is plausible that, if (and/or when) the two models combine, they will act sequentially: DSL activation by intracellular trafficking should precede the mechanical shedding of the Notch receptor by DSL endocytosis, making the two mechanistic models not just compatible, but even synergistic.
The initial hint for the existence of a trafficking event that could activate the Notch ligand in order to make it competent for Notch activation came from the analysis of the fly mutant liquid facet (lqf), whose gene encodes the Drosophila epsin ( [171] and see later). In this work, epsin was found to be implicated in a subset of DSL endocytic events which were able to activate Notch, while the bulk of DSL endocytosis (i.e. the constitutive endocytosis of Delta) was neither related to epsin function nor to Notch signaling [171] . Rescue of epsin absence was achieved by expressing a chimeric DSL, in which the intracellular tail was replaced by a short internalization signal of the LDL receptor, which was known to mediate the internalization and recycling of many proteins through the endosome [172] . Further studies in Drosophila and in mammalian cells have substantiated this initial observation of the existence of a possible trafficking step for the maturation of Notch ligands: (i) a defect in Delta trafficking through the recycling endosome was proposed to cause the aberrant cell fate transformation in sec15 mutant sensory lineages (see next paragraph for links of this developmental pathway to Notch signaling) [173] ; (ii) expression of a dominant negative Rab11 (a small GTPase which regulates trafficking from the recycling endosome to the PM) was associated with DSL accumulation in endosomes and Notch signaling failure in a mammalian co-culture system [174] ; (iii) an ubiquitylation-defective mutant of Dll1 can be efficiently endocytosed, but in contrast to the wild-type isoform is unable to recycle back to the cell surface and, possibly as a consequence of this trafficking defect, to efficiently bind Notch1 in a mammalian cell system [175] .
An important question on the "ligand maturation" model regards the nature of the DSL activation process. In the lqf paper [171] , a proteolytic step for lqf was identified, which was absent in epsin mutants but present in wild type-cells; it was speculated that this processing could indeed be Delta's activation step. Other Authors have looked for DSL processing in another system in which Notch ligand trafficking is essential, i.e. the sensory organ precursors (SOP) system (see next paragraph), but they failed to detect any evidence of DSL pre-cleavage [176] , thus leaving unsolved the question of which molecular action eventually makes DSLs competent for Notch activation.
Intracellular trafficking can also activate DSLs with another mechanism, i.e. by re-localizing DSL from a membrane domain where it cannot interact with Notch to a membrane domain where this interaction can efficiently occur. This "highly-polarized cell" model is supported by at least two key sets of experiments undertaken in the Drosophila SOP system. This system is related to the development of the sensory organs (i.e. the mechanosensory bristles) located along the cuticle of the adult Drosophila, and is critically dependent on Notch: during a program of three rounds of asymmetric cell division [177, 178] , each division generates one daughter cell that assumes the signal-sending role and uses DSLs to activate Notch in its sibling, which acts as a signal-receiving cell [179] . In the signal-sending cells of SOP, Delta localizes both at the apical and at the basolateral membrane, while Notch accumulates apically [180] . By using a pulse chase antibody uptake assay coupled to confocal microscopy sectioning, it was demonstrated that the basolateral pool of Delta is continuously endocytosed and delivered to the apical PM, where the interaction with Notch is most likely to occur [180] . This observation was extended by the same Authors to highly-polarized mammalian cells: by using a compartmentalized antibody uptake assay, they showed that Dll1 is similarly internalized from the basolateral membrane of Madin-Darby canine kidney cells and then transcytosed to the apical plasma membrane where Notch1 accumulates [180] . In a second set of experiments on SOP the function of two primary regulators of actin dynamics was explored, i.e. the Arp2/3 complex and the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (Wasp) (reviewed in [181] [182] [183] ). It was found that Arp2/3 and WASp were responsible for the nucleation of a filamentous actin-rich structure (termed ARS) underneath the PM of pIIb (signal-sending) and pIIa (signal-receiving) cells at two different locations: (i) the apical domain, where it is responsible for microvilli elongation, and (ii) the lateral cell-cell contacts between pIIa and pIIb cells following SOP division [176] . Besides giving rise to this specialized actin cytomatrix, Arp2/3 and WASp also regulated the trafficking of Delta along the ARS in quite a unique manner: Delta was internalized from that part of the apical cell surface where microvilli were not clustered, and travelled basally, where it was then relocalized apically to the microvilli-rich portion, exactly where the contact with Notch usually occurs [176] . By inactivating Arp2/3 function, the ARS architecture was perturbed while Delta was still internalized. However, Delta failed to be delivered to the apical microvillar portion of the PM, being stopped in the basal portion of pIIb cells. Collectively, these data support a fundamental function of actin cytoskeleton in Delta trafficking, which is requested in the SOP system in order to localize DSL where interaction with Notch can occur. Conversely, a role of actin in DSL internalization is not requested in this developmental organ system [176, 184] , while it is essential in other systems, cells and organisms (reviewed in [185] [186] [187] [188] .
A universal requirement for DSL trafficking does not seem exist for all tissues or developmental systems. Rab11 function, which was found to be essential for Delta trafficking and activation in the SOP system, is not required for Drosophila eye development [189] , nor for germinal cell signaling [190] . In both these Notch-dependent events, endocytosis was required and a specific need for epsin, but not recycling, was evident at least in eye development [189] .
More recently, the emerging structural findings described in section 2.2.1 have steered and re-focused the attention on the "pulling force" model. Direct evidence supports this model. As already discussed, using classical techniques to study membrane trafficking events it was possible to demonstrate that DSL-mediated receptor dissociation precedes and permits the proteolytic activation of Notch both in flies and in mammalian cells [87, 165] . A better structural appreciation of this event was acquired by using a material science technique to study surface morphology at the atomic level. Atomic force microscopy, applied to protein (or other molecules) interactions, can quite precisely measure the force applied to make contact between two interacting surfaces (the contact force) and the force applied to detach them after contact (the detachment force). This technique was then adapted to measure cellcell adhesion [191] and was used to characterize Notch interaction [192] . A specific setup was engineered to mount a single S2-Delta-expressing Drosophila cell on the "tip-less" cantilevers, while immobilizing a S2-Notch-expressing cell in a plate well, and adhesion forces derived from this cell-cell interaction were measured [192] . The results of this elegant experiment showed that (i) expression of full-length Notch is required to produce maximal adhesion force (in the order of ~14 nN, comparable to a cell-cell adhesion contact) and signaling with S2-Delta cells; (ii) upon contact, this considerable adhesion force is lost within minutes (~10min.), as a direct result of the proteolytic cleavage of Notch, then signaling starts to rise very quickly (this timing is compatible with the time-course of Notch signaling in lateral inhibition models where the signaling event is accomplished in less than 20 min [193, 194] ); (iii) Ofut1 RNAi in S2-Notch cells abolish the detachment force from S2-Delta cells, consistent with a reduced binding capacity of unfucosylated Notch to Delta [120, 195] (iv) if pulling is applied to S2-Delta cells by cantilever retraction, the detachment force from the S2-Notch cell drops with an increased kinetics, suggesting that a stretching action accelerates proteolytic cleavage of Notch. Taken together, these observations support the notion that Notch proteolytic cleavage depends on the strength of Delta binding [192] , thus providing key structural data to support the "pulling force model" of Notch activation.
Since Notch proteolysis proceeds constitutively after exposing the S2 cleavage site (either by shedding of the Notch ectodomain or through its stretching), this unmasking reaction has to be considered the true rate limiting step of Notch signaling activation [196] . What are the structural constraints that keep S2 in an inactive silent state, preventing unwanted activation before ligand interaction? How are these constraints lifted/eased/modified during Deltamediated NECD pulling? As anticipated in section 2.1.1, experimental evidence points to the NRR region of NECD for this key inhibitory action of Notch cleavage. Receptors that lack EGF-like repeats cannot undergo constitutive proteolytic cleavage and are functionally inert [70, 94, 108, [197] [198] [199] ; conversely, an NTMD construct undergoes constitutive cleavage to release NICD [87] . Taken together, these data indicate that the restraints on ligandindependent activation of Notch receptors reside in a region downstream of EGF-like repeats but upstream of NTMD. This region corresponds to the three LNR repeats plus the HD domain, i.e. the NRR (see Fig.1 ). Key evidence to support this idea came from the isolation of Notch gain-of-function or loss-of-function phenotypes directly related to the NRR. (i) Antibodies raised against the NRR region did not compete with ligand binding to the receptor, but strongly inhibited Notch activation [96, 200] . Notably, those inhibitory antibodies recognized a conformational epitope lying on a face where the first LNR repeat (LNR-A) approaches the β-sheets of the HD (HD2), supporting the idea that autoinhibition is due to the clamp of LNR1 and HD2 together (see later for structural considerations) [96] . Conversely, an anti-Notch-1 antibody that recognized a linear epitope in the LNR1 domain only was activating Notch signaling, possibly by inducing a conformational change of the LNR1 that opened the access to the S2 site [96] . (ii) Mutations in the NRR of Notch receptors produced gain-of-function phenotypes in various biological contexts, including invertebrate developments. An activating mutation of the glp-1 Notch receptor in C. Elegans was located in the LNR1 of the molecule [201] , while a bunch of activation mutations of the other Notch receptor in worms (i.e. lin-12) were found to be spread in both the LNR and HD region, with a preference for the latter domain [202] . (iii) A subset of patients, who develop T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, have gain-of-function mutations of Notch-1, which clusters in two regions: the HD domain and the C-terminus (including the TAD and PEST domains). While the C-terminal mutations were found to increase NICD stability, the HD mutations increase Notch-1 proteolysis, as suggested by the blocking of their stimulatory activity by γ-secretase inhibitors [203] .
Many structural data have been collected in recent years that have helped to clarify the mechanistic details of NRR function, in particular (i) the NRR role in protecting S2 from constitutive cleavage and (ii) the kinetics of S2 autoinhibition. At present, the crystal structure of the NRR of human Notch-1 [88] , of human Notch-2 [98] , and the co-crystal of inhibiting antibodies, together with their target NRR epitopes [204] , have been solved at high resolution.
The NRR of Notch-2, the first NRR analyzed, was seen to form a very compact structure with overall dimensions of 60Åx45Åx25Å [98] . The three irregularly folded LNRs wrap around the HD domain forming "a cauliflower-like shape, in which the LNRs 'florets' cover and protect the HD domain 'stem'" [98] . The two halves of the HD domain, (i.e. the HD-N before the S1 site and HD-C after this site, see Fig.1 ) form an intimately intertwined α/β sandwich containing three α-helices and five β-strands connected by several conserved loops [98] . The inner, concave face of the HD domain has hydrophobic residues pointing toward its center. The S2 site is on the β5-strand of the HD-C and it is actually buried in a small pocket that prevents protease accessibility; the pocket is formed by the hydrophobic residues of α-HD -C and of the LNR-AB linker. In particular, it is thought that a leucine residue (L1457) extends from the LNR-AB linker toward a critical valine residue (V1666) at the C-terminus of the S2, thus obliterating the access to the ADAM cleavage site [98] . The α3-helix above the S2 site is stabilized by hydrophobic interactions with residues in the LNR-B and in the LNR-AB linker plus a conserved hydrogen bond from LNR-A [98] . Consistent with previous structural data, deletion of LNR-A, the LNR-AB linker and LNR-B makes a constitutively activated Notch-2 [98] . The Notch-1 NRR structure is similar, although not identical, to that of the human Notch-2 NRR, with the classic conformation of the LNR-AB linker providing a key leucine residue that packs tightly against the C-terminal valine of the S2 site. As for NRR2, the folding of the HD domain has a rather stiff structure that is stabilized by extensive interaction between helices and strands. These data confirm a common autoinhibition strategy that is implemented among Notch family members [95] .
Additional and fundamental structural data on Notch NRR function and dynamics came from the field of Notch immunotherapy and from the application of unconventional structural techniques. In an effort to overcome problems generated by the clinical use of presenilin inhibitors to silence the Notch pathway (in particular, the lack of selectivity for this pathway with a consequent broad toxicity), phage display technology was used to generate highly specific antibodies that could selectively antagonize a single Notch paralog (i.e. able to distinguish between Notch-1 and Notch-2) [204] . A co-crystal of this interaction shows that inhibitory, anti-NRR1 Fab-fragments bridge the LNR and HD domains, thus locking the NRR in a clamped conformation, which makes the S2 site unreachable for metalloproteases [204] . Further key data for the understanding of NRR-dependent S2 activation came from the application of hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry, a technique that monitors the exchange of deuterium between the solvent and the backbone amides during conformational changes [205, 206] . More specifically, when a surface of a protein is exposed it is rapidly deuterated, while when it is masked the exchange of hydrogen for deuterium is slow, or it does not happen at all. This technique was used to monitor the accessibility of the S2 cleavage site in a condition which should mimic ligand-dependent Notch activation, i.e. by chelation of Ca2+, a condition which causes the dissociation of the Notch receptor and triggers its signaling [207] (although widely used, Ca2+ chelation cannot be considered a surrogate of DSL action on the Notch receptor but obvious experimental constraints prevented the use of a more physiological condition). The results of these experiments showed that (i) upon Ca2+ chelation, LNR-A unfolding was the first event to occur, followed by the unfolding of LNR-B; (ii) after unfolding of the first two LNRs, the S2 site became accessible to the external environment, thus confirming previous results with deletion mutants in which removal of the LNR-A and LNR-B regions was sufficient to obtain a constitutively activated receptor [98] ; (iii) Ca2+ is fundamental in stabilizing the secondary structure of LNR repeats [98] ; (iv) HD-N and HD-C do not separate when S2 is exposed, and the HD domain maintains its folding for a very long time after Ca2+ chelation (i.e. well beyond the proteolytic cleavage of the receptor is terminated). This latter observation may indicate that ectodomain shedding is not an absolute prerequisite for the activation of the Notch proteolytic cascade [97] . To summarize, these structural data suggest that LNR-A and -B repeats are the fundamental gatekeepers of Notch activation as they control access to the Notch S2 cleavage site. Interestingly, in a recent paper, topology-based coarse-grained and physics-based atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were used to predict the conformational changes that occurred in the NRR by intrinsic and force-induced mechanisms [208] . These computer simulations showed that LNR unfolding is not sufficient to unmask the S2 site, but the continuous application of an external stretching/pulling force is needed to unfold the HD domain and, in particular, its β-5 strand [208] . Notably, the extension force required to unfold the β5 strand should be much lower than the force needed for heterodimer dissociation [208] , suggesting that dissociation of Notch receptor is not needed for its activation, since an intermediate state with exposed S2 site might persist for a significant period of time before global unfolding and heterodimer disassociation occur. These predictions provide new and unforeseen roles for HD in Notch activation that definitely need experimental support.
Specialized endocytic machinery
Genetic evidence in invertebrates and mammals points to ubiquitylation (also referred to as ubiquitination) as the master regulatory mechanism controlling the endocytosis implicated in Notch signaling activation (reviewed in [209] [210] [211] ). Ubiquitylation, i.e. the conjugation of ubiquitin to proteins, is a rather common posttranslational modification that regulates protein stability, localization, and activity (reviewed in [9, 11, [212] [213] [214] [215] ). Ubiquitin is a small conserved protein, whose C-terminal glycine (Gly76) can be engaged in a covalent isopeptide bond with the ε-amino group of lysine residues in substrate proteins. Ubiquitin can serve as an acceptor to form a polyubiquitin chain via one of its seven lysine residues (K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48 and K63). A hierarchical set of three enzymes acts in a sequential process to operate ubiquitin modification: (i) ubiquitin-activating (E1), (ii) -conjugating (E2), and (iii) -ligating (E3) enzymes. The large numbers of the latter enzymes (of which, the best studies are the Really Interesting New Genes (RING)-type and Homologous to the E6-AP Carboxyl Terminus (HECT)-type E3s) provide specificity to this post-translational modification in determining which substrate proteins will be modified. Ubiquitin can be attached in different amounts which have an impact on protein stability, localization and activity: (i) as a single molecule (monoubiquitylation), (ii) as multiple monomers linked to different lysine residues of a protein (multiubiquitylation), and/or (iii) as chains of ubiquitin molecules of various lengths and linkages (polyubiquitylation). Based on the linkage type, polyubiquitylation can be homotypic or heterotypic: it is homotypic when the same lysine residue is used for the sequential conjugation of ubiquitin moieties, while it is heterotypic (or mixed-linkage) when different ubiquitin's lysines are used to add monomers to the growing chain [216] . Furthermore, polyubiquitin chains can be linear (usually when homotypically built) or ramified (when the heterotypical linkage is used). Ubiquitin moieties are recognized and non-covalently bound by specific modular elements, collectively called ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs), which are now classified in different families, according to their structural homology [217] . Ubiquitylation is requested for many cellular processes, including proteasomal targeting and degradation of proteins, cell division, apoptosis, immune response, cytoskeleton dynamics, DNA transcription and repair, signal transduction, quality control and, last but not least, membrane trafficking, of which endocytosis and endosomal sorting are the best characterized ubiquitin-regulated events (reviewed in [6, 11, 212, 214, [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] }. Ubiquitylation can be reversed by multiple deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs), the study of which constitutes a fast growing field of research (reviewed in [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] ).
The first hint that ubiquitylation might be a necessary step for Notch activation came from the correlation between two sets of data, obtained almost twenty years apart: (i) a mutation screening in Drosophila identified neuralized ( neur) among various genes phenocopying Notch neurogenic defects [59] , thus indicating genetic interaction between that protein and Notch signaling; (ii) neur was seen to encode for a RING-type ubiquitin E3 ligase [231, 232] }, whose mutations in the catalytic domain were not able to rescue neur mutant embryos, thus formally proving that ubiquitylation is essential for Notch signaling in vivo [232] . In the same year, Xenopus neuralized was seen to carry out the same functional and biochemical activities as for the fly homologue [233] .
Since then, an impressive number of experiments has been carried out on Neuralized activity and action in invertebrates. Key advances can be summarized as follows. (i) The RING domain was found to be critically required for Delta endocytosis: as expected, when the mutant neur is expressed, Delta stays mainly on the PM but re-localizes to internal vesicles upon (over) expression of the wild-type gene [163, 231, 234, 235] . The activity of Neur was firmly localized in the Notch-sending/DSL-bearing cell following celltransplantation experiments [234] . As a collateral observation, it was documented that fly cells overexpressing Neur had a reduced level of Delta due to increased proteasomal activity, secondary to massive polyubiquitylation [231, 234] . (ii) Two critical lysine residues for Neur-mediated ubiquitylation (K688, K742R) were identified in a screening of Delta mutants for aberrant subcellular trafficking (i.e. mutants with a stable PM localization) [236] . Similar results were seen in a study on Serrate to uncover motifs leading to its internalization: two highly conserved lysines (K1272, K1290) were identified which are conserved between Drosophila Serrate and mammalian Jagged, and whose mutation resulted in blockage of DSL endocytosis and Notch activation [237] . However, the sites and types of ubiquitylation for endogenous DSLs are not yet known [237] . (iii) Neuralized-binding motifs, independent of ubiquitylated lysines, were identified on Delta and Serrate in the form of an NXXN sequence conserved among species, [238, 239] . (iv) Since a function of Neur in cis-inhibition was supposed due to its activity in Delta degradation [231, 233] , it was demonstrated that overexpression of Neur indeed causes cis-inhibition, but Neur activity is not requested for this fundamental function during development [237] .
In mammals, two neuralized-like genes, Neurl1 and Neurl2, are present. Quite surprisingly, inactivation of these genes does not result in major phenotypic defects [240] [241] [242] . Only subtle defects were scored in Neurl1 -/-mice: (i) male mutants are sterile due to a defect in the axonemal organization of spermatozoa that leads to immotile sperm [242] ; (ii) female KOs are defective in the final stages of mammary gland maturation during pregnancy [242] ; (iii) Neurl1 -/-mice are hypersensitive to ethanol effects on motor coordination and exhibit a defect in olfactory discrimination [241] . Only these latter defects can be putatively connected to an impairment of some subtle (yet to be defined) function of Notch in mammalian neurons, but no classical Notch signaling defects are identifiable in these mutants. Clearly, a compensation by the remaining Neurl2 gene was suspected, but, surprisingly and unexpectedly, inactivation of both Neurl1 and 2 did not result in any overt Notch defect in mice [240] .
Neurls are not the only Notch-ligand specific E3 ligases present in vertebrate genomes. Another family, named after its first member mind bomb (mib), was identified in Zebrafish in a screening for neurogenic phenotypes (in which several Notch signaling components were also isolated [164] ). Mib encodes for another RING-type E3 ligase, whose loss-of-function mutants cause major Notch developmental defects in the Danio R. [164] . Mib and Neuralized show complementary functions: (i) as for Neur, Mib(s) act(s) in the signal-sending cell [164] by promoting endocytosis of various DSLs, including Xenopus Delta [243] and Zebrafish Delta [164] ; (ii) two mib genes are present in Drosophila with tissue distribution that complements that of Neur: inactivation of Mib indeed caused Notch defects in flies, but only in those tissues in which Neur was not expressed, while in tissues in which both Neur and Mib(s) were expressed, Notch phenotypes arose only upon co-inactivation of all E3 ligases [162, [243] [244] [245] . (iii) Mib1 cannot rescue Drosophila neur mutants [162] , and, conversely, Neur and Mib1 cannot compensate for mib2 defects in myoblast fusion and muscle homeostasis [246] , thus showing that Mib(s) and Neur probably have other functions besides the ubiquitylation of DSL substrates.
Inactivation of Mib1 in mice finally results in a pure Notch phenotype, which recapitulates the most severe mammalian mutants of this signaling pathway [240] . Surprisingly, triple Neurl1/Neurl2/Mib2 knockout mice do not show major phenotypic defects, suggesting that Mib1 is the only essential E3 ligase for Notch activation. In support of these genetic data, knockdown of mib1 expression by siRNA dramatically reduces Notch activation in mammalian co-culture experiments [247, 248] . Activation of DSL internalization by ubiquitin moieties requires UBDs recognition and functional binding. Genetic experiments in mammals and invertebrates point to epsin family members as the principal actors in linking endocytosis, ubiquitylation and Notch activation. Epsins are highly conserved genes with two homologues in yeast (Ent1, Ent2) [249] , one in Drosophila (Lqf) [250] , and three epsin genes (Epn1, 2 and 3) in mammals. While epsins 1 and 2 are expressed in all tissues [251, 252] , epsin 3 is restricted to surface epithelia [253, 254] . Epsins have a characteristic, highly conserved, three domain structure: (i) a Epsin N-Terminal Homology (ENTH)-domain for phosphoinositides binding, in particular PtdIns(4,5)P2 [255, 256] ; (ii) a central region which interacts with clathrin and its adaptor AP2; (iii) a C-terminal domain with multiple NPF motifs for the recognition of Eps15-homology (EH)-domain-containing proteins, including the endocytic adaptors Eps15(R) and intersectin1/2 [251, 257] ; (iv) multiple Ubiquitin Interacting Motifs (UIMs) between the ENTH domain and the central domain for mono/polyubiquitin binding and for epsin (mono)ubiquitylation [258] . Epsin was initially characterized to be at the center of a highly regulated network of ubiquitinating and deubiquitinating enzymes: (i) Drosophila epsin (lqf) is the substrate of fat facets (faf), a deubiquitinating enzyme whose mutation is embryonically lethal in the fly [250] ; (ii) RPM1/Highwire/Hiw, an E3 ligase of the RING type, regulates synaptic morphology (in flies and nematodes [259] ), where a lqf function was also demonstrated [260] ; (iii) although Lqf is not a substrate for Highwire [259] , Hiw and Fat facets interact genetically and act as mutually antagonistic regulators of presynaptic growth [261] ; (iv) epsin in neurons undergoes cycles of multi(mono)ubiquitylation/deubiquitylation, that change epsin affinities for interactors [262] . Based on this interaction, epsins were classified as housekeeping clathrin-associated sorting proteins (CLASPs) with specificity for ubiquitylated cargos (e.g. the EGF receptor upon ligand binding [251, 258, [263] [264] [265] [266] [267] ), with the additional function of promoting membrane curvature [256, 268] . Genetic studies in yeast and Dictyostelium have also shown an additional role of epsin hortologues in the actin dynamics, which correlates with the endocytic function [269, 270] . However, at least in yeast, endocytosis has different requirements, being actin-but not clathrin-dependent, as in multicellular organisms (reviewed in [187, 188] ).
Genetic studies in invertebrates have shown that the only epsin gene present in these species is required for the activation of Notch signaling [171, 245, 271, 272] , and that this function is closely related to DSL ubiquitylation [245] . Genetic experiments in mammals have confirmed those studies and firmly established the essential role of epsin1 and 2 in Notch activation in vertebrates [273] : (i) the absence of epsin1/2 expression during mouse development correlates with embryonic lethality at midgestation, with multiorgan defects highly reminiscent of the most severe Notch mutants; (ii) accordingly, expression of Notch primary target genes is severely reduced in epsin1/2 double knockout embryos. Surprisingly, housekeeping forms of clathrin-mediated endocytosis were not impaired in cells deriving from those embryos [273] .
A very recent study has provided evidence that epsins might have a previously unforeseen role in membrane fission [274] . In particular, predictions based on biophysical models support the idea that amphipathic helices (as those present in the epsin ENTH domain) could create a higher energy state due to their limited insertion into the polar head region, but not into the hydrocarbon region of the PM. This accumulated energy, when released, will crucially favor the fission reaction. This hypothesis was carefully tested in vitro by cell-Endocytosis in Notch Signaling Activation 351 free vesiculation assays and some correlative morphological tests in cultured cells: results confirm the prediction, thus sustaining a role for epsins that could parallel to or substitute that of dynamin [274] . Furthermore, it was found that simultaneous depletion of epsin1/2/3 by knockdown experiments results in the impairment of all current paradigms of clathrindependent endocytosis, thus suggesting a general role of epsin in the core machinery of this endocytic pathway [274] . Interestingly, single epsin KDs, or any combination of two of them, have little effect on endocytosis [274] .
Taken together, these experiments suggest that epsins are the best candidates to explain the molecular action of ubiquitylation in DSL endocytosis, although the machinery behind this function has still to be fully uncovered. Triple epsin knockout mice could be the key to shed light on this molecular network.
Regarding the types of endocytosis, most of the evidence cited in section 3.1 strongly supports a clathrin-dependent pathway for DSL uptake. However, in invertebrates and, more specifically, in their oogenesis, Delta endocytosis could occur in an AP-2-and clathrinindependent way, as assayed by Notch activation of surrounding follicular cells triggered by germline clones bearing mutations of clathrin and AP-2 adaptor subunits, but not dynamin [190] . In the same system, it was also analyzed the dependence of Notch activation on endosomal trafficking in signal-sending cells: germline clones mutant for small GTPases that critically regulate the endosomal compartment, including Rab5 and Rab11, normally activate Notch in follicular cells. Taken together, these data support the absolute requirement for dynamin in DSL uptake. Conversely, neither CME nor endosomal entry of DSLs are universally required for Notch activation [190] (and, see section 3.1.1).
Notch receptor endocytosis
As discussed at the beginning of section 3, a strict requirement for endocytosis in the signalreceiving cell is supported by Drosophila studies on the shibire mutation in the sensory bristle development [153] . However, the mechanistic and molecular information available for Notch receptor endocytosis is very poor (and, sometimes, contradictory) in comparison with the large amount of data available for DSL internalization and trafficking.
Notch receptor internalization and PM-emanating signals
Some recent results seem to question the requirement of Notch receptor internalization for the activation of its signaling. In mammalian HeLa cells, overexpression of a dominant negative form of dynamin (the K44A mutation) does not prevent the processing of a chimeric NEXT to generate the NICD, which then translocates to the nucleus and activates signaling [275] . Blockage of the internalization step increases γ-secretase-mediated Notch processing and downstream signaling, suggesting that Notch receptor endocytosis might tame the Notch signaling emanating from the PM, as observed for other signaling pathways (see section 1). This puzzling result is supported by other observations both in vivo and in vitro. (i) Presenilin can cleave any single-pass transmembrane protein provided that its extracellular domain is sufficiently small (<300 amino acids) [276] . Such presenilin substrates can normally be processed in the initial rounds of neuroblast segregation in shibire TS embryos, suggesting that presenilin-dependent cleavage is not inherently dependent on Notch receptor endocytosis (at least during the first few hours upon temperature shifting, while experiments in [153] were scored after more than 6 hours) [276] . (ii) Proteolysis at S3 does not occur at a unique site but at multiple sites of NEXT, both in HEK293T cells and in a cellfree system. NICD fragments showed different stability and, therefore, signaling intensity, according to the proteasome N-end rule, where N-terminal valine provided maximal stability and signaling. Notably, PM-derived NICDs contain preferentially N-val, i.e. the most stable NICD, while endosome-generated NICD showed the lowest stability [277] .
In the same set of experiments on HeLa cells, the machinery responsible for Notch internalization was also partially characterized. It was found that Notch uptake is strictly dependent on clathrin, since it is suppressed by knockdown of this latter gene and of its adaptor AP-2, while it is attenuated in the absence of epsin1 [275] . Notably, epsin1 interaction with Notch was ubiquitin-dependent, and the HECT domain-containing E3 ligase Nedd4 was found to participate in that action [275] . In the Drosophila system, Nedd4 is a negative regulator of Notch signaling by targeting Notch and Deltex (see later) to endocytosis and degradation, possibly protecting unstimulated cells from sporadic activation of Notch signaling [278] .
To summarize, these data suggest that, in specific cell systems, PM emanating signals (from Notch receptors) can be (down)regulated by endocytosis, which uses the same machinery of the Notch signal-sending cell, i.e. clathrin-mediated endocytosis triggered by ubiquitylation with a role of epsin in coat formation and membrane invagination (and perhaps fission). The suppressive action of endocytosis on Notch activation can have many functions, including the termination of Notch signaling and the cell-fate determination of the Notch signalsending cell, as Numb function seems to suggest (see next section).
Notch receptor trafficking and endosomal-emanating signals
In elegant morphological experiments, Notch receptor localization, processing, and signaling output in subsequent steps of its endocytic route were monitored by analyzing imaginal discs in Drosophila bearing homozygous mutations for key endocytic factors [279] . In the shibire and Rab5 mutations, Notch accumulated at or below the plasma membrane, respectively, with no signaling effect in either case as scored by activation of a transcriptional reporter of Notch signaling. These data confirm the role of dynamin in Notch activation (in sharp contrast with that the role of endocytosis reported in the previous section), but, more importantly, they identify a new membrane compartment that is required for Notch activation, i.e. the endosome, in which Rab5 regulates the entry of endocytic cargos (reviewed in [280] ). As expected, wing discs that express a constitutively active Rab5 show strong up-regulation of signaling, but similar results were also obtained with overexpression of Hrs, which regulates entry into multivescicular bodies (MVBs). Taken together, these experiments suggest that the transport of Notch receptor to endosomes and to MVBs potently stimulates Notch signaling possibly making the endosome the preferential station for the full activation of Notch receptor.
In a search for factors that regulate Notch activation in endosomes, it was found that mutations of the vacuolar proton pump (V-ATPase) produce defects in the processing of the internalized Notch receptor and its signaling [281, 282] . These results, together with the observation that presenilin works optimally in an acidic environment such as that present in the endosome/lysosome [283] , support the idea that endosomal sorting of Notch is required for best activation of its S3 cleavage. However, unrestricted access of Notch receptors to the endosome should be prevented, since the acidic pH could dissociate the NECD, thus triggering ligand-independent Notch activation [210] .
Another somewhat newer protagonist in Notch activation from endosomes is Deltex, whose mutation results in a lethal phenotype when associated to a gene dosage defect of one of the DSLs or Notch. Deltex encodes for a highly conserved gene endowed with three domains (reviewed in [284] ): (i) a N-terminal WWE domain which binds the ANK repeats of Notch, (ii) a central proline-rich region for the binding to yet unknown SH3 domain-containing proteins, and (iii) a C-terminal RING-domain which has the signature of an E3 ligase, yet formal evidence of a Deltex direct ubiquitylation of Notch is lacking [284] . All domains are necessary for Deltex function, whose action has been studied intensively in recent years.
Data support a Deltex action both in Notch internalization and activation. Evidence for these functions can be summarized as follows: (i) in the Deltex-null Drosophila mutant, Notch accumulates on the cell surface and in some unknown endosomal compartment, but failes to be efficiently incorporated into internalized vesicles from the PM and in transport vesicles from early endosomes to lysosomes [285] ; (ii) Deltex overexpression promotes Notch accumulation in late endosomes, where its signaling activity is potently stimulated [286] ; (iii) Deltex makes a functional complex with critical regulators of late endosome formation or maturation [287] , i.e. AP-3 (which selects cargos for late endosomes and lysosomes [288] ) and HOPS (which participates in late endosome maturation in lysosomes [289] ). To summarize, Deltex regulates Notch activation by stably localizing Notch in the late endosomal compartment, thus avoiding its delivery to MVBs where signaling is suppressed (since internalization of Notch in MVBs would prevent NICD release in the cytosol, see Fig.2 ). However, the positive or negative outcome of endosomal sorting on Notch activation depends on other regulatory factors that control or antagonize the action of Deltex. (i) A member of the Nedd4 family of E3 ligases, Suppressor of Deltex (Su(dx) ), permits the exit of Notch from the late endosomal compartment to incorporation into MVBs, thus terminating Notch signaling by avoiding the cytoplasmic release of NICD [287] . It was hypothesized that this negative regulatory function might be favored by a direct ubiquitylation of Notch by Su(dx), which, however, has not yet been detected [284] . In contrast, other members of Nedd4 family promote Notch ubiquitylation and degradation both in Drosophila and mammals (see section 3.2.1). (ii) A binding partner of Deltex is Kurtz (Krz), the homologue of mammalian non-visual β-arrestins. This protein family is involved in the desensitization and endocytosis of G-coupled receptors [290] , TGF β [291] and Frizzled 4 [292] . Deltex, Krz and Notch form a complex in endocytic vesicles [293] . Krz mutants show upregulation of Notch signaling without altering Deltex levels, thus suggesting that the trimeric complex is important in the ubiquitin/proteasome-mediated degradation of Notch and subsequent signaling termination [293] . (iii) A critical component of the ESCRT III complex, Shrub, also seems to be involved in Deltex-Krz dependent Notch degradation. Shrub affects Notch trafficking and induces Notch accumulation in MVBs by promoting its polyubiquitylation and antagonizing Deltex, that instead promotes monoubiquitylation in the absence of Shrub [294] . Those opposite ubiquitylation states modulate Notch ligand-independent activation, by regulating how the receptor is trafficked in the endocytic path: polyubiquitylation targets Notch to MVBs for degradation, whereas monoubiquitylation is associated to Notch activation by γ-secretase [294] . Taken together, these results strongly support a preferential activation of Notch receptor during its intracellular trafficking and, more specifically, after its delivery to the (late) endosomal compartment, a trafficking event that is critically controlled by Deltex, at least in invertebrates.
A key aspect of Notch signaling is the need to establish differential signaling between two cell populations, i.e. the signal-receiving cells in which Notch activation can be triggered and the signal-sending cells in which Notch activation is suppressed. In invertebrates, Notch expression at the cell surface of the signal-sending cell is dramatically downregulated in order to inactivate Notch signaling in this cell population. One way of obtaining this effect is to target the Notch receptor to endosomal degradation with a specialized machinery. During the first division of the SOP, a membrane-associated protein called Numb is asymmetrically partitioned in the pIIb cell, which is committed to become the Notch signalsending cell [295] . Loss of NUMB function causes all SOP descendants to differentiate in outer support cells, i.e. in Notch signal-receiving cells. Conversely, ectopic Numb expression during SOP division results in overproduction of neuronal precursors, i.e. of cells with the Notch signal-sending phenotype [295] . The epistaticity between Numb and Notch is further supported by genetic data in which reduction of Notch function can partially suppress the phenotypes resulting from loss of Numb [296] . Experiments in mammalian cells have shown that Numb is an endocytic factor, which binds the α-adaptin subunit of the clathrin-adaptor AP-2 [297, 298] and, together with this adaptor, co-localizes with internalizing receptors in mammalian cells [297] . In the SOP system in flies, Numb asymmetrically segregates AP-2 in the pIIb cell, and mutant isoforms of α-adaptin that no longer bind Numb fail to asymmetrically partition and cause Numb-like defects in SOP division [299] . Direct evidence of Numb function in Notch internalization was recently seen in anti-Notch antibody uptake experiments in the SOP lacking Numb expression [300] .
Since Numb can co-exist with Notch in some cell systems without antagonizing its function (as in the lateral inhibition of Drosophila neuroectoderm [300] ), it is plausible that other factors come into play to force the functional interaction of Numb with Notch receptors. In particular, two proteins have been identified as critical Numb-Notch interactors: (i) the
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HECT-domain E3 ubiquitin ligase Itch, which ubiquitylates Notch receptors [301, 302] and many other proteins involved in key signaling pathways in mammalian cells (for a review see [303] ) and (ii) the four-pass transmembrane protein Sanpodo (Spdo) [304, 305] . Numb, cooperatively enhances Itch-dependent ubiquitylation of Notch-1 [302] . This action requires direct and simultaneous binding of Numb to the ANK repeats of the Notch receptor and to the WW1-2 domains of Itch [302] . Therefore, Numb acts as an adaptor, facilitating or stabilizing the interaction between Itch and its substrate and, therefore, its catalytic activity. Numb-dependent endosomal sorting of Notch-1 in C2C12 cells critically depends on Itch function, since Numb mutants that do not interact with Itch (or that cannot interact with endocytic proteins) fail to promote Notch-1 degradation. All together, these experiments support a scenario in which Itch-mediated ubiquitylation is used to re-route Notch receptors to the late endosome for degradation and signaling suppression [306] .
Another key interactor of Numb is Spdo, which is expressed in flies in both the Notch ligand-bearing and Notch receptor-bearing cells, where it acts differentially: in neuroblast division, Spdo is required for the activation of the Notch receptor in the A cell (a cell with Notch-dependent fate) [305] while in the B (signal-sending) cells it stimulates the endocytic degradation of the Notch receptor, in concert with Numb [305] . Notably, Numb in pIIb (signal-sending) cells of SOP induces the endocytosis of Spdo in early and late (but not recycling) endosomal vesicles. As for Numb internalization, Spdo endocytosis requires αadaptin both in SOP [307] and in the neuroblast divisions in the flies [298] . As a result of SPDO loss-of-function, SOP cell stem cells divide symmetrically into two pIIb (signalsending) cells, confirming that Spdo is required for Notch activation [300, 307] . In the case of Spdo ectopic overexpression, pIIb cells are generated as a result of Numb/Spdo-induced downregulation of Notch from the PM [307, 308] . Hence, Spdo may either activate or inhibit Notch signaling, depending on the presence or absence of Numb, and both actions are related to endocytosis.
Conclusions
In 2013, it will be one hundred years since the first Notch gene was discovered. During this century, fundamental aspects of gene functioning have been uncovered, including the key molecular mechanisms involved in the normal and pathological activation of Notch signaling. What emerged is that endocytosis is the master regulator of Notch activation. This function is exerted by means of a specialized endocytic machinery, which acts differentially in the Notch signal-sending cell compared with the Notch signal-receiving cell.
In Notch signal-sending, genetic, cell biology, structural, and biophysical studies point to a mechanical action of the Notch ligand on its receptor, so that critical proteolytic sites are uncovered for constitutive activation. Although the molecular machinery has not been fully characterized, genetic evidence in vertebrates and invertebrates supports clathrin-mediated endocytosis of ubiquitylated DSLs, as being the key mechanism that exerts the pulling action on the Notch receptor. In some developmental and cell culture systems, trafficking of the Notch ligand by transcytosis is another crucial mechanism which exerts the fundamental action of locating the Notch ligands in PM domains, where the interaction with the Notch receptor occurs with the highest efficiency. Evidence in specialized developmental systems in invertebrates supports a third function of endocytosis in the Notch signal-receiving cell, where DSL trafficking through the recycling endosome may serve the purpose of making Notch ligands competent for interaction with Notch receptors. However, the molecular event that pre-activates the Notch ligand is unknown, and no evidence has been provided yet to support a similar request in mammalian cells.
In comparison with the Notch signal-sending cell, where an endocytosis requirement is well established and many molecular details of its action are known, very little information is available, especially in vertebrates, to help us understand the need for endocytosis in the Notch signal-receiving cell. Genetic and cell-biology studies suggest that Notch signaling preferentially spreads from the endosomal compartment, where the acidic environment favors the γ-secretase release of the Notch active fragment (i.e. the NICD). As in the signalsending cell, ubiquitylation is requested for this process, and its modulation by a variety of factors either firmly localizes Notch in a membrane trafficking compartment for signal activation, or quickly moves it to lysosomes for signal suppression.
Although we are beginning to see the "the big picture", crucial mechanisms are still missing. Although incomplete, some of the available endocytosis-related information has already entered medical experimentation [309] . A clear example is γ-secretase inhibitors (GIS), whose action is exploited in many current clinical trials for T-ALL, breast carcinoma, colon cancer, medulloblastoma, glioblastoma, osteosarcoma, pancreatic cancer, small-cell lung carcinoma, and melanoma, just to cite some of these studies. Analyses of GIS have also been extended to basically all cell lines and animal models in which a function of Notch for tumor promotion, progression and spreading was not only proved, but merely supposed. However, GIS use in current medical practice is far from established since the molecules that have so far been tested are plagued by significant human toxicity involving gastrointestinal bleeding and immunosuppression, which is attributable to widespread suppression of Notch signaling in many tissues. As discussed throughout this review, Notch actually plays a key role in the homeostasis of a variety of adult tissues, and its suppression thus hampers the functionality of many organs and systems. More unconventional approaches of Notch-related therapy are based on raising inhibiting or activating antibodies that regulate the level of Notch signaling by interfering with the Notch ligand-Notch receptor interaction, and, consequently, by directly or indirectly affecting the endocytic regulation of Notch signaling. Some of these antibodies are already in the initial phases of clinical trials, and they promise to offer better selectivity in targeting specific Notch components, thus minimizing side effects.
Notch-targeting therapies have a wide potential spectrum of application besides cancer, which includes developmental, vascular, cardiac, and other diseases associated with Notch pathway malfunction, or where Notch function could be exploited profitably for their treatment. It is not difficult to envisage a future interest for a highly-specific "endocyticbased" therapeutic approach to Notch dysregulation.
